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Generating texts from ontologies

Generating in multiple languages

Generating personalised descriptions

Tailoring content to visitor type

Unlike the text for `expert´:
• it now explains what 56K
modems are;
• it does not mention the
protocol (too technical).

Tailoring content/expressions to history

Same visitor, 2nd exhibit:
• it does not re-explain what
56K modems are;
• comparison (“another...”);
• different expressions
(“made by”, “its price”).

Tailoring expressions to visitor type

`Expert-telegraphic´ visitor:
• same content as `expert´,
• but with telegraphic
expressions (e.g., for
delivery via PDAs/SMS).

Applications: multi-lingual kiosks

Other possible applications
●

Virtual reality tours.
―

●

Physical space tours.
―

●

e.g., GPS + PDA/SMS.

Electronic retailers (e.g., selling across Europe).
—

●

Annotated text output
to speech synthesizer.

Possibly combined with animated shopping assistants.

Semantic Web applications.
―
―

―

―

Content maintained in logical form in ontologies/DBs.
With human visitors: rendered in natural languages by
server-side or browser-side NL generation plug-ins.
With computer applications (e.g., comparison
shopping agents): served in logical form (e.g., OWL).
Content accessible to both humans and computers.

Contents of this talk
 What we do and why it is interesting.
 How we do it.
 M-PIRO's system architecture.
 Source authoring facilities and evaluation.
 Importing source information from existing
databases and texts (via information extraction).
 Future directions (mostly sketchy ideas).
 Towards NL generation for the Semantic Web.
 Extensions of OWL to support NL applications.
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Generation stages and resources
generation stages:

domain-dependent resources:

visitor and object identifiers
content selection
facts to be conveyed

ontology, visitor types,
interest/assimilation rates of
facts, desired description length

document planning
text plan

interest and preferred order
of facts

micro-planning

domain-dependent lexicon,
clause plans, templates,
appropriateness scores

phrase/sentence specs.
surface realization
textual description

domain-dependent lexicon

Ontology and database

Entities & language-independent fields

Language-dependent fields
Mostlyfields
with require
string fillers:
They
different
• Often used to store directly in
NL facts that are too difficult to
represent in logical form.
• Specified in each language...
• Still some NLG benefits (e.g.,
include or not, order in text,
automatic referring expressions).

fillers per language.

Generic entities

• The sentence “56K modems can...” is
specified at the generic-56k-modem entity as
the value of a string-valued field.
• Kouroi were made in the archaic period (in
generic-kouros), but a particular kouros...
• Default information can be specified at generic
entities and be overriden at individual entities.

Visitor types and stereotypes
Without aggregation:
This object is a 56K
modem. It was
manufactured by Tornado.
It costs 28.40 euro. It
connects to the USB port.

Facts per `page´:
• Controls the descriptions' length.
• Select to convey the n most
interesting unassimilated facts.
• Remaining facts conveyed when
revisiting or via `say more´.

With aggregation (max: 2):
This object is a 56K modem
manufactured by Tornado.
It costs 28.40 euro and
connects to the USB port.

Interest and assimilation
`Importance´:
• How interesting this fact is for
visitors of the corresponding type.
• Can be specified at entity type
level (e.g. for all modems) and be
overriden at individual entities.

`Repetitions´:
• How many times the fact has to be
conveyed to a user before we can
presume the user has assimilated it.
• 0 means never convey.

Generation stages and resources
generation stages:

domain-dependent resources:

visitor and object identifiers

ontology/DB, visitor stereotypes

content selection

interest/assimilation rate of
facts, desired description length

facts to be conveyed
document planning
text plan

interest and preferred order
of facts

micro-planning

domain-dependent lexicon,
clause plans, templates,
appropriateness scores

phrase/sentence specs.
surface realization
textual description

domain-dependent lexicon

Micro-plans specified as clause plans

Giving rise to phrases like:
• This exhibit was painted by
Amasis.
• This lekythos was painted by
Amasis.
• It was painted by Amasis.
• It was painted by him.

Domain-dependent lexicon

• The lexicon entries for nouns and verbs are
domain-specific and multi-lingual.
• Morphological components guess most of
the inflectional forms from base forms.

Micro-plans specified as clause plans

Micro-plans specified as templates
• Templates are used when we want to generate phrases
that cannot be produced with M-PIRO's clause plans.
• They contain less linguistic information (e.g., as a
result their phrases cannot be aggregated).
• Multiple micro-plans (clause plans/templates) allowed
per field, along with appropriateness per visitor type.

Linking entity types to noun-entries

• Each entity type is linked to one or more noun entries.
• Entity types also inherit the noun entries of their ancestors.
• Here this allows EXPRIMO to refer to a vessel as “this
vessel” or “this exhibit” (or “it” or by name).
• Domain-independent algorithm to generate appropriate
referring expressions.

Generation stages and resources
generation stages:

domain-dependent resources:

visitor and object identifiers

ontology/DB, visitor stereotypes

content selection

interest/assimilation rate of
facts, desired description length

facts to be conveyed
document planning
text plan

interest and preferred order
of facts

micro-planning

domain-dependent lexicon,
clause plans, templates,
appropriateness scores

phrase/sentence specs.
surface realization
textual description

domain-dependent lexicon

Surface realization (very brief intro)
isa(exhibit1, red-figure-hydria)
sentence
noun phrase
verb
base: “είμαι” (be)
tense: present
person: 3rd
pronoun
determiner
noun
type: demonstrative type: definite
base: “υδρία”(hydria)
adjective
number: singular
number: ? base: “ερυθρόμορφος” number: singular
gender: ?
gender: feminine
gender: feminine
(red-figure)
case: ?
case: ?
number: ?
gender: ? case: ?
noun phrase

●

●

Surface realization often uses grammars to fill in missing
information, order syntactic constituents etc.
M-PIRO uses domain-independent systemic grammars. The
authors do not modify the grammars.

Usability evaluation of authoring tool
 Various formative evaluations during M-PIRO.
 Edinburgh graduate CS students; FHW curators.
 Positive feedback from curators, but their
backgrounds and computer skills vary a lot.
 Summative evaluation at the end M-PIRO (2003).
 10 third-year CS students attending HCI course.
 Goal: Show that CS graduates with no NLG
expertise can learn to modify existing M-PIRO
applications or create simple new ones after
receiving an introductory course (6 hours).
 11 homework tasks covering most of authoring
aspects (e.g. new entities, entity types, microplans, edit stereotypes, new mini-application).

Usability evaluation – continued
 Summative evaluation techniques:
 Questionnaires, heuristic evaluation, cognitive
walkthrough, group discussion; see [Andr2006].
 Overall, goal proven, but:
 Some problems in the design of the GUI (e.g.,
complicated sequence of actions to preview texts,
forgetting to export XML to EXPRIMO). Now fixed.
 We need “active previewing”: Mechanisms to
mark words, phrases etc. of preview texts and be
taken automatically to the lexicon entries, microplans etc. that produced them. (Feasible.)
 Requested basic built-in ontologies with
accompanying micro-plans, lexicons etc. Possibly
tailored per application family (e.g., museums).

Importing information from DBs
 Two authoring phases:
 “Domain authoring”: establish ontology, create
micro-plans, lexicon, stereotypes, etc.; test by a
adding few entities and checking previews.
 “Exhibit authoring”: populate the ontology with
many more entities; essentially data entry.
 Special mechanisms to automate exhibit

authoring by importing data from relational
databases; see [Kal2005], [Andr2006].
 Also possible to operate on the XML files the
authoring tool provides to EXPRIMO.


Enrich the XML files produced at the end of
domain authoring with elements for many more
entities from other XML repositories (via XSLT).

Importing information from texts
 Experiments with data

extracted from retailers'
Web pages.


Using IE software from
IST Crossmarc.
XML transformations.



See [Andr2006].



 Opens up new possible applications.
 e.g., personalised product descriptions produced in
multiple languages, based on information extracted
from sites that use different natural languages.
 We need common, established, well-thought

ontologies to avoid incompatibilities etc.
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Importing OWL ontologies
 Ontology construction is a large part of domain

authoring. Try to re-use existing ontologies.
 Some support for importing OWL ontologies.




But many limitations, because M-PIRO's
ontological model is roughly speaking a subset of
OWL's (even OWL Lite's).
e.g., problems with multiple inheritance, unions,
intersections, etc.; see [Kal2005], [Andr2006].

 Work in progress to develop a new (initially much

simpler) system, with native support for OWL DL.



With authoring facilities as Protege plug-in.
Protege on its own is not enough: we need to be
able to associate ontologies with linguistic
resources, stereotypes etc. and preview texts.

Exporting to OWL
 M-PIRO's ontologies can already be exported to
OWL Lite; see [Kal2005], [Andr2006].
 But we lose the micro-plans, lexicon, stereotypes, etc.
 The same mapping can in principle be used to

accompany the generated texts with machinereadable semantics expressed in OWL Lite.

This exhibit is a Kylix. It was created during the archaic
period and was painted with the red-figure technique by
Eucharides.
 <Kylix rdf:ID=”exhibit22”>
<creation-period rdf:resource=”#archaic-period”/>
<painting-technique=”#red-figure-technique”/>
<painted-by rdf:resource=”#eucharides”/>
</Kylix>


Exporting to OWL – continued
 Export to OWL the facts chosen by content selection.

We could annotate with OWL expressions the
entire text or individual sentences.
 Or deliver OWL expressions instead of text when
the visitor is a computer program (e.g., agent).
 There could be agent types, like visitor types.
 And we could publish the OWL ontology (without
entities) of the M-PIRO application to help agent
developers develop cross-ontology mappings etc.
 Semantic Web servers/browsers that use NLG?
 Maintain content in the form of ontologies with
associated linguistic resources, stereotypes etc.
 Deliver in appropriate form for human/artificial
visitors using server/browser NLG plug-ins.


Extending OWL to support NL
 The linguistic resources (e.g., lexicon, links to entity
types, micro-plans, fact order) and stereotypes are

not included in the exported OWL ontologies.


Possible, but awkward (seems to require OWL
Full) and no standard way.

 Extending OWL with a standard/handy way to

embed such information in the ontologies:




Would provide a common basis for developers of
NLG SW plug-ins (e.g., NLG-capable SW
browsers from different vendors).
May allow other NL applications to exploit this
information (e.g. synonyms and micro-plans are
useful for query expansion in search engines;
interest is useful for summarisation).
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